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Abstract
Advances in facial recognition technology have enabled graphical filters that can track a user’s facial expressions in real time. One such application is Apple’s Animoji feature for the iPhone. This paper examines gender differences in Animoji use and adoption. In-depth, semi-structured interviews with 33 Animoji users (19 F; 13 M; 1 non-binary) were conducted to understand the users’ experiences with Animoji, as well as their reasons for choosing to use them. Women self-reported using Animoji more and were more oriented toward cuteness, whereas men adopted Animoji earlier and experimented with the technology more. Overall, Memoji were used more often by both genders than animal or object Animoji. We conclude by advancing predictions about future Animoji adoption and use.

Introduction
Inspired by the widespread popularity of emoji, Animoji were introduced in November 2017 on the Apple iPhone X, and they have been expanded since then in several updates to the iPhone operating system. Animoji allow users to video chat and send video clips of themselves speaking through large-format emoji that mirror movements of the sender’s head, mouth, eyes, and eyebrows in real time. In addition to popular emoji characters such as Poop, Unicorn, and Robot, Animoji users can create and animate custom human “Memoji” that represent their appearance (or how they wish to appear). Sticker sets can also be derived from Animoji and Memoji.1 When speaking through Animoji in video clips, users tend to modify their voice and perform the Animoji character they are using, as reported by Herring et al. (2020). Aside from that study, however, no research that we are aware of has been conducted on Animoji use.

In this paper, we investigate how men and women use Animoji. Previous studies found that women use emoji more often, in different ways, and have a more positive attitude toward them than men do (Chen et al. 2017; Prada et al. 2018; Sugiyama 2015). Animoji, as cute, cartoonish representation of animals, objects, and people, should also appeal more to female users, in that women and girls often mention ‘cuteness’ as a reason for using emoji (Sugiyama 2015). Moreover, the Memoji facial feature options, while exaggerated, better represent (young) female faces than male faces. The face shapes are smooth and rounded, and the Memoji menu options favor feminine hairstyles and make-up.

At the same time, according to the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis 1989; Venkatesh and Morris 2000), men tend to adopt new digital technologies earlier than women do and to adopt them for different reasons, e.g., for their utility rather than due to social factors. The iPhone X uses facial recognition and machine learning to map Animoji onto a user’s face in real time, emerging technologies that are gaining in importance as more people augment and alter their digital appearance to enhance their self-presentation. These considerations introduce another possibility, namely, that at this relatively early stage in their existence, Animoji might be used more by men than by women.

To explore what gender differences, if any, exist in Animoji adoption and use, we interviewed 33 students (19 women, 13 men, 1 gender non-binary). In a laboratory setting, we asked them how much they use Animoji, their experiences using Animoji, which Animoji they use most and least often, and which Animoji best represents them. We employed thematic content analysis to analyze the participants’ responses, as well as the reasons they gave for them.

Overall, the women reported using Animoji more often, but the men appeared more comfortable using and exploring the limits of the technology—although more men than women reported losing interest after trying it. Consistent with gender patterns previously noted for emoji (Prada et al. 2018; Sugiyama 2015), the women reported using Animoji

1 The term ‘Animoji’ is used hereafter as a cover term, except where it is necessary to refer specifically to Memoji.
more often than the men in both text messages and video chat, and they more often said that they use certain Animoji because they are cute. Most interviewees said that they use their Memoji more often than animal or object Animoji, and that they create the Memoji to look as much as possible like themselves. However, the men reported using Memoji more and creating more Memoji, including some variants that do not represent themselves. Conversely, several women reported only creating a Memoji with or because of friends, consistent with the TAM. These patterns, and the theories that predict them, are described more fully in what follows.

Background

Graphicons and Gender

Animoji’s smaller predecessors, emoji and emoticons, are often associated with female gender. Women report having more positive attitudes toward them (Prada et al. 2018), using them more often (Chen et al. 2017), and using different icons than men (Chen et al. 2017; Wolf 2000). Moreover, emoji themselves are often perceived as cute and feminine (Herring and Dainas 2020; Sugiyama 2015). This gender association is evident across cultures. Japanese teenage girls use emoji to perform and maintain kawaii (‘cute’) identities in their online communication; such use is considered inappropriate for men (Sugiyama 2015). In the U.S., women use a greater variety of emoticons than men, especially smiling and laughing ones, to express positive emotion and support, while men use the winking emoticon more often to flirt and express sarcasm (Wolf 2000). In Chen et al. (2017)’s international corpus, female participants used more emoji overall; females preferentially used all face-related emoji (indicating a social orientation), while males preferred heart-related emoji (indicating positive emotion).

For newer types of graphicons (Herring and Dainas 2017), however, the association with a particular gender is less clear. Konrad, Herring, and Choi (2020) compared emoji and sticker use by interviewing and surveying users of each type. Five of the nine male interviewees said that stickers are for females or that they contain aspects they perceived as feminine; one commented that “stickers are really girly.” However, when messaging their female friends, these men all sent stickers. Indeed, the male interviewees had recently sent more stickers than the female interviewees.²

More relevant to the present study, Herring et al. (2020) examined publicly shared Animoji videos on Youtube.com and Twitter.com. They found that men posted more Animoji videos than women did, although the numbers of Memoji videos were more balanced. There were gender differences in which Animoji were used: Women used the Unicorn, Pig, and Chicken Animoji more than men did, and men used the Dog and Monkey more. Only men used the Poop, Robot, and Alien Animoji. Men also more often pretended to be a different gender and modified their voice to perform humorous personae when speaking through Animoji.

TAM and Gender

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is one of the first models to explain the psychological factors behind user acceptance and usage behavior of information systems (Davis 1989). Studies of TAM have argued that gender plays a significant role in an individual’s technology adoption decisions. They found that in organizations, when introduced to a new technology, men are more focused on their decision-making process and more concerned with the affordances of the technology, while women are more influenced by social factors such as input from peers and superiors (Venkatesh and Morris 2000). Similarly, when investigating the moderating effects of gender in explaining intention to use mobile chat services, Nysveen, Pedersen, and Thorbjørnsen (2005) found that social norms and intrinsic motives such as enjoyment are key factors of intention to use among females, while extrinsic motives including perceived usefulness and expressiveness are important for males.

In addition, males tend to display higher levels of self-efficacy and lower levels of anxiety toward computers and the internet than their female counterparts (Durndell and Hagg 2002), and thus are more likely to be early adopters of new technologies (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This observation has been repeated in studies across various settings, including online stock trading and digital learning tools (Teo, Fan, and Du 2015). Similarly, Herring and Demarest (2017) found that on Voicethread.com, an asynchronous interactive multimodal platform, men chose to comment using video more often than women did, because the asynchronous video mode was novel, and they wanted to try it out.

Based on the above literature, we generated two predictions about Animoji adoption and use by women and men at this point in time:

H1: Women use Animoji more than men do.
H2: Men are adopting Animoji earlier than women are.

Methods

Participant Recruitment and Demographics

To investigate how individuals are using Animoji, in-depth interviews were conducted with self-identified Animoji users between November 2019 and February 2020. Participants were recruited via email and flyers from the population of a Midwestern university town after they responded to a screener questionnaire which asked questions about

² Personal communication with the authors.
their technology background (e.g., device preferences) and demographics (e.g., age, gender). The screener also asked participants to rate how frequently they used Animoji in FaceTime and iMessage on a 5-point scale (i.e., Never, Rarely, Occasionally, Often, Always). Although some participants reported very little Animoji use, actual non-users are not included in this study. Rather, our focus is on existing users and Animoji usage within this group.

A total of 33 participants were interviewed face to face in a laboratory setting and gave informed consent to be included in the analysis. All participants owned an Apple iPhone X or later version and had used or at least tried out the Animoji feature. A majority of participants identified as female (58%, n=19), while 39% (n=13) identified as male, and 3.0% (n=1) identified as non-binary. Since there was just one non-binary individual, only data from the self-identified males and females are included in this study. Participant ages ranged from 18 to 29, with a mean of 21.8 (sd = 3.48). The mean age of female participants was 21.9 (sd = 3.72), and the mean age of male participants was 21.2 (sd = 3.11). A majority of participants reported English as their only native language (55%, n=18). Of those who did not speak English natively, 15% spoke Mandarin Chinese, 21% spoke a South Asian language, and 9% spoke other languages.

The participants were undergraduate and graduate students: 33% were in the School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering; 27% were in the School of Business; and 18% were in the School of Arts and Sciences. The major area of 21% of the students was unknown.

Interview Procedures

In-depth semi-structured interviews lasting approximately 45-60 minutes were conducted. Participants were asked about their experiences using Animoji, their attitudes toward Animoji, their Animoji preferences, and the process by which they created their Memoji.3 (The questions analyzed for this study are listed in the Appendix.) The interviews were video and audio recorded.

Analysis

The interviews were analyzed using a grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss 1967) where the interview responses were open coded, followed by axial and selective coding. Codes were assigned jointly by all the authors. The codes were aggregated to find patterns in participants’ perspectives on Animoji, as well as gendered patterns in use and adoption. The results are further broken by comparing native and nonnative speakers. All results are presented using descriptive statistics. Because the study is exploratory in nature, no claims regarding statistical significance are made.

Findings

Frequency of Use

Gender differences were observed in participant responses to the screener questions about frequency of Animoji use. Women reported using Animoji more often in both text messaging and in FaceTime video chat. Eighty-nine percent of the women said they used Animoji in messaging ‘occasionally’ or ‘often’ compared to 69% of the men, and 63% of men said they used Animoji in FaceTime ‘occasionally,’ ‘often,’ or ‘always’ compared to only 31% of women. Conversely, men more often than women said that they used Animoji ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ (30.8% vs. 10.5% in texting; 68.1% vs. 36.8% in FaceTime); see Figures 1-2. However, more male interviewees than female interviewees reported having ever used Animoji in FaceTime (92% vs. 63%). That is, more men had the experience of using Animoji to video chat, but women reported doing so with greater frequency.

Figure 1: Frequency of Animoji Use in Messaging.

Figure 2: Frequency of Animoji Use in FaceTime.

3 Participants were also asked to complete two tasks utilizing Animoji for communication; these are not reported in this paper.
Experiences with Animoji

We began each interview by asking the participant to tell us about their experience using Animoji. This was an open-ended question that could have been addressed in various ways. Some interviewees responded by describing why (e.g., “they’re fun/funny/playful/engaging”) or with whom (e.g., “younger relatives”) they use Animoji. Others mentioned the platforms (text messaging, FaceTime, etc.) where they used them, and others commented on the technical affordances of Animoji, such as the way they map onto users’ facial movements and can mask their face. Finally, some interviewees reported that they tried them (or “ messed around with them”) when they first came out but use them less now. We coded these responses into thematic categories; their gender distribution is shown in Figure 3.

The most common theme expressed by female participants was the use of Animoji for fun or to goof off. Women also commented more than men on the technical affordances of Animoji. One female participant said,

“Usually I use them on FaceTime for fun. I was talking with my boyfriend and then I think the conversation just got a little dull, so someone would use an Animoji to start to get more fun…[My boyfriend] started using that first, and it makes me laugh a lot. I like how it reacts to your facial expressions. It was really funny when he used it, so I kinda used it in reaction to that.” [P6, F]

It is notable that this interviewee’s boyfriend was the first in the relationship to adopt Animoji.

Male interviewees mentioned sending Animoji for fun, as well, but they did so much less than the women. The men more often mentioned the platforms where they use Animoji. For example, one male participant compared his experience of using the three Animoji formats (video clips, video chat, and stickers) in different applications as follows:

“I’ve used all three obviously. The stickers are the one that I used the most, because I’ll just send them while texting... The recordings sometimes when I want to play around. Also when I wanted to play someone off on FaceTime, I would like, show [them] a pig, because they would be talking something seriously, and now... It’s fun.” [P29, M]

Somewhat more men than women mentioned initial interest followed by diminished use over time, although this was a fairly common theme for both genders. One male participant said, “I used it before, obviously, played with it... maybe it just lost its newness” [P8, M]. The use of ‘obviously’ in these two male comments is revealing, indicating an expectation that the men would have used the new technology.

Another male participant reported that he had played around with Animoji but had never sent one:

“I haven’t used the thing. I know I can, but I haven’t actually sent them. I played with them. ... It’s sort of weird for me to hear my own voice ....” [P14, M].

We also coded each participant’s experience overall as positive, negative, or neutral/mixed. Most experiences were positive, although some were more negative. More males than females reported unambiguously liking Animoji (77% vs. 58%), whereas more females expressed not liking Animoji (21% vs. 15%) or having mixed or neutral views (21% vs. 8%).

We calculated the percentages in Figure 3 as ratios per interviewee. Thus, the percentages add up to more than 100% for each gender.

Figure 3: Themes in Animoji Experiences.

Animoji Preferences

In their study of Animoji video clips posted to social media, Herring et al. (2020) found that women posted more clips using the Unicorn, Pig, Chicken, and Cat, while men posted more clips with the Dog and Monkey and were the only gender to use the Poop, Robot, and Alien Animoji. To discover if similar preferences are evident in less public uses of Animoji, we asked the interviewees three questions designed to elicit their preferences: which Animoji best expresses you? Which Animoji do you use most often? And which Animoji for other Animoji, more females than males said that the Animoji smiles because of how it shows teeth [P14, M]. As for other Animoji, more females than males said that the Unicorn (15% vs. 0%), the Giraffe (7% vs. 0%), and the Pig (7% vs. 0%) Animoji best express them. More males, in contrast, said that the Dinosaur (11% vs. 0%), Monkey (17% vs.

we calculated the percentages in Figure 3 as ratios per interviewee. Thus, the percentages add up to more than 100% for each gender.
7%), and Dog (17% vs. 11%) best express them. These six Animoji are shown in Figure 4. With the exception of the Giraffe and the Dinosaur, which were new at the time Herring et al. (2020)’s data were collected, these gender differences are similar to the patterns reported in that study.

Figure 4: Female (top) and Male (bottom) Animoji Preferences.

Common reasons given for why an Animoji best expressed them included the Animoji’s ‘cuteness,’ as well as how ‘funny’ or ‘goofy’ it is. Somewhat more men than women said that an Animoji best expressed them because of how funny or goofy it was (27% vs. 21% respectively). For example, one participant explained why he thought the dog best expressed his personality: “Mostly when I use an Animoji, it’s usually light-hearted, or supposed to be funny. That’s kinda how I can do with dogs” [P25, M]. However, women and men about equally often said that an Animoji best expresses them because it is cute (21% vs. 23%). One female said the Tiger best expresses her because “the face is so cute, and I think I have a relatively big face...there is some baby fat that it also has. And I like the color” [P12, F].

We also asked participants which Animoji they used most. Again Memoji was the most common response. Fifty percent of male participants reported that they used Memoji the most, compared with 30% of females. Beyond Memoji, only women reported using the Giraffe (17% vs. 0%) and Unicorn (10% vs. 0%), while more men than women reported using the Dog (11% vs. 3%) and Monkey (11% vs. 7%). The rest of the Animoji that were mentioned in answer to this question were distributed widely due to the sheer number of Animoji available (n=27). Common reasons given for why an interviewee used an Animoji most often include the Animoji’s cuteness and how funny or goofy it is. Women said they use specific Animoji because they are cute much more often than men did (42% vs. 15%). However, women and men talked about how funny or goofy an Animoji is about equally often (26% vs. 23% respectively).

There was no strong consensus on the least used Animoji overall or by gender. Both males and females mentioned broad categories of Animoji that they use least, for example, “all Animoji,” “the last ones” (i.e., the Animoji that appear at the end of the list of possibilities), and “non-animal Animoji.” Males most often said that they used the Robot the least (14% vs. 3%). Beyond this, no gender patterns are noteworthy, given the small numbers of respondents who mentioned each Animoji.

Common reasons given for why an interviewee used an Animoji least included that it was ‘not cute,’ ‘unappealing,’ ‘uninteresting,’ or ‘inconvenient.’ Women and men equally often said that the least used Animoji are uninteresting (21% vs. 23%). One participant said she did not like the Pig or Owl because they are “not as interesting...not funny enough” [P31, F]. Women and men also gave ‘unappealing’ as a reason for non-use equally often (32% vs. 31%). For example, one participant said he liked the Poop the least because “I don’t see a point. It is like, not an animal or anything, so it’s kinda weird” [P18, M]. Only women mention inconvenience as a factor in which Animoji they use least (16% vs. 0%). For instance, one female participant referred to “the sequence,” because “they are the last, so I didn’t get the chance to switch to them” [P12, F]. Finally, women and men mentioned a lack of cuteness as a reason for not using an Animoji equally often (21% vs. 23%). Although men more than women said they avoided the Robot, a woman said she never uses the Robot because “I never really identify myself as a robot. I definitely like cute things” [P6, F].

Herring et al. (2020) observed that the Animoji clips posted by women and men in their data were of different colors. Women tended to post clips using pastel-colored Animoji (pink, purple, and yellow), whereas men tended to use brown, blue, and gray Animoji, all stereotypically gender-preferential colors. To see if this pattern held true in our interview data, we determined the most salient color of each Animoji that was available as of April 2020. The categories are shown in Table 1. Pink/purple Animoji (e.g., Pig, Unicorn) and yellow/orange Animoji (e.g., Giraffe, Tiger) were the most mentioned for best expressed and most used colors. Men more than women said they avoided the Robot, a woman said she never uses the Robot because “I never really identify myself as a robot. I definitely like cute things” [P6, F].

Memoji Creation and Use

We also asked participants to talk specifically about Memoji, which are customizable human-looking cartoon heads. We asked participants if they had any Memoji, how many they had, and how they went about making them. Seventy-three percent of the interviewees reported that they had only one Memoji, and they often did not know that they could make more than one. This was particularly true of females. For example, one woman said: “I didn’t even know you can make more than one. I have no idea, so I just made
the one that looks just like me” [P28, F]. Even once they knew it was possible to make more than one, very few participants expressed interest in doing so or in updating their Memoji once they had made one. One participant explained she had not changed her Memoji since she first created it, because “I haven’t changed much” [P33, F].

Interestingly, males reported having multiple Memoji more often than females did. Forty-six percent of males said they had two or more Memoji, compared to only 5% of females. Eighty-nine percent of the women had only one Memoji compared to 54% of the men. See Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yellow/Orange</th>
<th>Pink/Purple</th>
<th>Brown</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Silver/Gray</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best Express</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4 (22%)</td>
<td>6 (33%)</td>
<td>5 (28%)</td>
<td>2 (11%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>18 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>6 (50%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (8%)</td>
<td>3 (25%)</td>
<td>12 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most Used</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7 (33%)</td>
<td>5 (24%)</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>4 (19%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>21 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (11%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>4 (44%)</td>
<td>1 (11%)</td>
<td>2 (22%)</td>
<td>1 (11%)</td>
<td>9 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Least Used</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3 (14%)</td>
<td>4 (18%)</td>
<td>8 (36%)</td>
<td>2 (9%)</td>
<td>4 (18%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>22 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (18%)</td>
<td>4 (36%)</td>
<td>1 (9%)</td>
<td>4 (36%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>11 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Color Analysis of Animoji Choices.

These comments illustrate distinct differences in participants’ motives and drives when it comes to using and creating Memoji. While female participants' responses often related to social and collaborative motivations, male responses often emphasized experimentation as a drive for creating multiple Memoji that play with visual features and do not necessarily reflect their own appearance.

Examples of participants’ Memoji (used with permission) are shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Examples of Memoji.](image)

When describing their experiences of creating a Memoji, several women mentioned that they did it to be sociable—because their friends and family did so. One female participant said she made the Memoji because “My best friend made one. I was impressed by it, and then I tried it” [P27, F]. Another explained, “My friend actually made it [the Memoji] for me” [P17, F]. And a third said, “My friends kinda helped me make it, cuz we were all kinda doing it together. We were just kinda like adding color to my lips …” [P26, F].

Men showed more experimentation than women and a tendency to make multiple Memoji. A male participant with multiple Memoji said that besides his own Memoji, “I have my dad, and then I also have a musical artist that I like” [P25, M]. Another man explained, “I made one that actually looks like me, and one that just looks like a random person. Usually when I am talking to my friends, they have some different faces that they made too. So it’s kinda funny to see what are the different faces that we can make, and what they look like when they are talking and making facial expressions” [P7, M].

Some men also adopted this approach to Memoji creation. One man said,

“When I made the one for myself, I would go just like ‘that’s my hair color’, ‘that’s probably what my face looks like, what my eyes look like’, ‘do I want a hat? No’, stuff like that. … Just what I look like” [P4, M].

A second approach was to have only one Memoji, but update it as needed to correct or reflect changes in the participant’s appearance. One male participant described his Memoji by saying,

“… in the beginning the hair and eyebrow color were the same. I have lighter eyebrow color than the hair. After
that, I switched my eyebrows to a different, lighter shade” [P18, M].

Similarly, a female participant explained that she has changed the Memoji because she “changed highlights” in her Memoji’s hair to match her new hairstyle [P19, F]. A third approach, favored by males (who more often had multiple Memoji), was to create multiple Memoji representing themselves with minor differences or appearance updates, for example, a new hair cut or glasses. One male participant created five such Memoji:

“I’m very creative, I do have more than one. But I don’t actively use three of them. The only other difference between the two I use is … strictly the glasses. … The other three have different hair … two with the same hair and three with the same hair. And the three different versions, one doesn’t have stubble, one does have stubble and one has stubble with glasses. … They’re all me. …Yeah I guess I was experimenting.” [P24, Male].

One reason for having multiple Memoji with only minor differences is that it allows the user fine-grained control over how they appear to others. This is in keeping with the tendency for young social media users to express polyvalent selves (Herring et al. 2020), in this case through subtle variations in their avatar’s appearance. Another reason is illustrated by a man who said he had multiple Memoji of himself because he did not know how to edit his Memoji:

“I would have probably changed it if I could. I didn’t know I could edit an Animoji … so a few days ago I made a new Animoji out of it … without looking at [the other one] and it just happens to be exactly the same except for the glasses” [P20, Male].

Several participants wished for more options in creating a Memoji. Men expressed frustration with the lack of options for short hair styles, facial hair, and glasses. A woman commented, “The first time I was just overwhelmed by the whole experience, but the next few times I was like, I wish they could have a little bit more options, like the face shape and… I hope they have more options in beard [sic].” [P15, F].

Native/Nonnative Speaker Differences

As a first exploratory step toward cross-cultural analysis of Animoji use, we compared our native (U.S.) English speakers (55%) with participants who self-described as bilingual or as having a mother tongue other than English (45%), on the assumption that the latter group had experience with and knowledge of another culture. We refer to this group as NNS (nonnative speakers); most of the NNS were from South and East Asia. Unfortunately, the gender makeup of the native speaker (NS) and NNS groups is unbalanced: 53% (N=10) of females are NNS compared to 23% (N=3) of males (excluding the non-binary participant). Accordingly, gender-by-culture differences are not systematically quantified here but rather are noted on a case-by-case basis.

In terms of frequency of use, the NS and NNS reported using Animoji roughly the same amount in text messages. However, the NNS (29%) more often than the NS (5%) said that they ‘never’ used Animoji in FaceTime; this pattern was mainly caused by two out of the three male NNS. The male NNS (67%) were also more negative about their Animoji experiences than any other group, in contrast to the NS males, 90% of whom reported positive experiences. The NNS females were also somewhat less positive about their Animoji experiences than the NS females (50% vs. 67%). And NNS of both genders mentioned using Animoji to be playful or funny less often than their NS counterparts. Many NNS reported also using other chat platforms, such as WeChat and WhatsApp, which are more popular than Apple’s iMessage platform outside the US. These platforms do not support native use of Animoji, which might explain the NNS’s lesser use of, and enthusiasm for, Animoji.

As for Animoji preferences, three differences are evident between the NNS and the NS groups. First, NNS females, more than any other demographic category, said that they used certain Animoji least because they found them ‘unappealing.’ Second, male NNS most often said that an Animoji best expressed them because it was ‘cute.’ Two of the three NNS males (67%) gave the following reasons for saying an Animoji best expresses them:

“The Monkey, because it looks slightly evil, in a cute, comical way.”

“The Octopus, because it is the cutest Animoji.”

Only 20% of the NNS females mentioned ‘cuteness’ as a reason for why an Animoji best expresses them. In contrast, NS women (22%) gave ‘cute’ as a reason twice as often as NS men did (10%) in response to this question.

Third, the Animoji that best expressed participants in each group showed color differences: yellow-orange for female NNS as compared to pink-purple for female NS, reflecting the fact that different Animoji were identified by each group (female NNS identified the Giraffe and the Tiger, whereas female NS identified the Unicorn and the Pig). The NS and NNS males patterned similarly in identifying most with brown-colored Animoji, such as the Dog and the Monkey. The males were also alike in having more Memoji than the females; one NNS male reported having more than four, while the only participant with no Memoji was a NNS female. These patterns both support the overall gender differences described in the previous sections and

---

5 More interviews with NNS males were scheduled but had to be canceled due to COVID-19.
6 The NNS females speak Chinese (4), Bengali (2), Malayalam (1), Korean (1), Polish (1), Spanish (1). The NNS males speak Hindi (2), Tamil (1).

suggest cultural differences, such as gender associations with cuteness, that could be explored in future research.

Discussion

The analysis of our interview responses revealed the following findings related to user gender:

1. The women self-reported using Animoji more than the men did, and more often said they use specific Animoji because they are cute.
2. The men had experimented more with Animoji; they had more often tried using them, and they created more and more varied Memoji.

These findings support our initial predictions. Women reported using Animoji more than men, similar to how emoji and emoticons are used more by females than males (Prada et al. 2018). NS women, in particular, seem attuned to the ‘cuteness’ of Animoji, consistent with previous studies of emoji (Sugiyama 2017). Female interest in Animoji can also be linked to a preference for emotional expression (Allen and Haccoun 1976) and social interaction (White and Gardner 2009), which Animoji facilitate.

Women and men also have different Animoji that they use most and that they feel best express them. These Animoji overlap substantially with those used most in the public clips analyzed by Herring et al. (2020). We also identified differences in the color palettes preferred by women and men similar to those reported in Herring et al. (2020). This suggests that Animoji preferences are shaped, at least in part, by gendered aesthetic considerations.

At the same time, men show evidence of adopting Animoji earlier than women. Further, the men more often reported experimenting with and trying out the features of Animoji and Memoji. This is in line with what TAM predicts, namely, that males will display more interest and a greater confidence in their ability to use technology, while females are generally more cautious and slower to adopt it (Broos 2005). Males are socially conditioned to like technology (Bray 2007). However, while our male participants were happy to play with and explore Animoji, they were relatively less interested in using them to communicate. For the women, creating a Memoji was a social activity, consistent with TAM’s prediction that social factors motivate women to adopt new technologies (Venkatesh and Morris 2000). Waiting for others to adopt a technology first and create a social context for its use could naturally cause a delay in adoption, suggesting an explanation for why women adopt new technologies later. Intrinsinc motives such as enjoyment are also key factors of intention to use among female users (Nysveen et al. 2005). This could explain why women more than men said they mostly use Animoji to be funny or goofy off (see Figure 3).

Finally, some male interviewees reported creating multiple Memoji and using different Animoji to “perform” different characters as jokes with friends and family. One male NS explained how he varies his voice for this purpose:

“If it’s a serious message, if I am trying to use it to say something to somebody, I will use my own voice. But then, if I am just talking to my friends, I will do a funny voice, or make weird sounds or something. ... If I am using an animal, I might use a higher pitched voice, maybe it makes me sound like an animal” [P7, M].

No woman reported doing this, consistent with Herring et al. (2020)’s finding that more men than women post Animoji video clips to social media in which they perform other characters by modifying their vocal quality.

As noted in the Methods section, our participants were drawn mostly from two schools at our university: one technology focused and one business focused. Thus the participants tended to orient toward technology and technology products. For example, one NS interviewee, a self-described “Apple dork”, explained creating his Memoji as follows:

“I’m a little bit of an Apple dork. And so, I’m one of those weird people that watched the keynotes every summer when they come out with a new software update, and so of course in September when the update came out well “I gotta try this out,” and I’m pretty sure they didn’t instruct, but like prompted you, “here are some new features,” so I was one of those people who knew it was coming when it came out and so I tried it out.” [P24, M]

This man is an extreme illustration of an early adopter.

In addition to the gender findings, four overall findings emerged from our analyses of the interviews:

**Most of the study participants are not heavy Animoji users. From their responses, it emerged that Animoji are one tool among others in their graphical communication toolkit.** Some interviewees found that Animoji fit well into specific niches in their communication styles (e.g., they use them to bug siblings, send quick messages, avoid paying close attention in FaceTime, etc.). Others found Animoji inconvenient for certain uses (e.g., preferring voice-only messages to ones where they had to pay attention to their face, or feeling that Animoji in FaceTime impede communication by hiding their face) or simply preferred other graphical means of communication (emoji, GIFs, etc.) over Animoji. For now, preferred usages seem to be fairly individualistic, which is perhaps a reflection of how new Animoji still are.

**Most participants expressed relatively positive attitudes toward Animoji.** Less positive comments included discomfort with using one’s voice with Animoji, and finding them “pointless.” Several users also expressed frustration with the limited options available to customize Memoji. One female NS particularly disliked Animoji, describing them as “jarring.” Another participant, the self-proclaimed “Apple dork,” was among the earliest and most enthusiastic of early
adopters. Most of the other participants fell somewhere between these two extremes.

Most participants used a Memoji more often than the animal and object Animoji, and felt that Memoji best expressed them. Most had created at least one Memoji customized to resemble themselves, and they emphasized the importance of making their Memoji look as much like themselves as possible. This aligns with previous research on self-representation in anonymous and nonymous online spaces which found that most people, when given the possibility to create new avatars, prefer to create ones that look like themselves (Nowak and Rauh 2005).

Animoji use conveys a meta message of playfulness. In this respect, it is similar to other graphical means of communication (see Dresner and Herring 2010 for emoticons; Konrad et al. 2020 for emoji and stickers). Konrad et al. (2020), citing the historical evolution of emoticons and emoji, claim that this pragmatic meta message is very salient in the early stages of a graphicon’s life span and weakens over time. Consistent with early stage behavior, the interviewees described using Animoji just to be funny or silly.

Conclusions

This study makes several novel contributions. It is the first scholarly user study of Animoji, a relatively new technology. It elucidates a complex pattern of usage related to user gender, such that men are earlier (and more experimental) users, but women use Animoji more often. For the men, exploration of the new technology appeared to drive adoption of Animoji, while for the women, “fun” and social aspects were more important motivators, consistent with the TAM. The study also identified overall patterns of Animoji use, including a strong user preference for Memoji over other (animal and object) Animoji and for creating Memoji that resemble the users physically.

These finding have implications for the design of Animoji. Additional options should be provided for Memoji customization, especially for hair styles, facial hair, and eyewear, as several participants complained about their lack. Participants also mentioned using Animoji less that appear toward the end of the list on the phone’s interface (Memoji appear first in the list), because it takes longer to scroll to reach them. Automatically generating a “frequently used” portion of the Animoji list or allowing individuals to pin their favorite/most used Animoji to the beginning of the list could encourage users to employ a wider range of Animoji.

At the same time, current usage trends raise questions about the future of Animoji and similar mask-like filters that are starting to appear on phones and in messaging apps. For some (especially male) iPhone X users, interest in Animoji use flagged after an initial period of use. And women, the most likely long-term users (based on current use, as well as historical trends for emoticons and emoji), evaluated their experiences with Animoji less positively than the men did. If this trend continues, Animoji use may decline over time.

Meanwhile, other graphical filters such as those available on Snapchat and Instagram are quite popular (e.g., Rios, Ketterer, and Wohn 2018), possibly because they are integrated with and enhance the user’s face, rather than replacing it. As one NS participant explained,

“Part of the issue with Animoji…is that it is just completely overlaid. It is just a cartoon character. It’s mimicking your face, but there is not any aspect really of you in it. … And then with Snapchat, you just overlay it over yourself, it is changing you, but it’s accentuating what is already there.” [P8, M]

On the screeners survey, our female interviewees reported using Instagram and Snapchat, and using filters on their selfies, considerably more than the men did. This evidence, taken as a whole, leads us to make three predictions. First, the more Memoji and Memoji-like filters can be customized to approximate (an idealized version of) the user’s face, the more popular these filters will become. Second, and relatedly, we predict that the use of Memoji stickers will increase, especially since they are less time consuming to use than video messages or FaceTime. Third, we predict that male use of Animoji (of all three types) will decrease over time, and female use will become more widespread.

A limitation of this exploratory study is that our participant sample was relatively small and based in one university in the Midwestern United States, and thus it may not represent all Animoji users. It is worth noting, however, that existing work shows little geographic variation in self-representational use of emoji (Robertson, Magdy, and Goldwater 2020). Another limitation is the diversity of cultural backgrounds of the NNS group and, especially, the small number of NNS men in our sample, which limits the generalizability of our observations about cultural differences. This is an area that should be explored in greater depth for Animoji and other graphical filters. Finally, this study focused on how owners of late-model iPhones use and think about Animoji. It remains to be discovered how people perceive and interpret messages communicated through Animoji and similar mask-like filters.
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8 E.g., AR Emoji on the Galaxy phone, and the Mimoji and Facemoji apps.
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Appendix: Interview Questions

We are conducting a study on people’s use of Animoji. During [this interview], I will be asking you a few questions about your experiences using Animoji. [...] We ask you to be as honest as you can when answering questions and completing the tasks. There are no right or wrong answers, only thoughts, experiences, and opinions, and we want to hear about your perspective.

1. What have your experiences with Animoji been like so far?
2. Which Animoji do you use most often? Why?
3. Which Animoji do you use least often? Why?
4. Which Animoji do you think best expresses your personality or is most like the real you? Why?
5. Have you ever created Memoji?
6. Can you walk me through your thought process of creating a Memoji?
7. How do your Memoji compare with each other?
8. How would you compare Memoji and Animoji with other filters you might use?